
How can you use representation 
to convey the concepts behind 

your project?

I plan to use a working woman as representation of a modern woman, I am doing 
this because my garment is designed to reflect modernity. The concept behind 
my garment is to be versatile for a working woman to go from day to night. It is 

also meant to be a solution for the waste created by fast fashion.



How does the person wearing the garment 
affect its meaning?

I am going to be showing a working woman in my video. This affects the meaning of my garment 
because it shows how it is tailored to fit the modern independent woman who needs a garment 
that can keep up with her fast paced life. A garment that can go from day to night from formal to 

casual so that the woman wearing this garment docent need too many pieces in her closet.



How does site, community and context affect 
a garment?

Todays tech influenced fast paced 
community affects my garment because it 

requires the design to keep up with the 
lifestyle of the woman its targeted towards. 



How can the actions and interactions of 
person wearing a garment articulate 

meaning? 

By transitioning from one place to another essentially 
wearing the same garment but with different pairings 

articulates its meaning in its community



Story Board 
Basic Idea: A Tutorial/ Look-book style video of how to 

wear the garment in many different ways and for 

different situations. 

A quick 1 minute explanation of the 
purpose of my garment

A look at the garment with basic hair 
and make up

A look at the garment with 
paired with a shirt for the 

workplace 

A look at the garment with a top 

for a lunch break date 

crop top paired with pants 

A night look with more dramatic makeup 

A winter work look

A winter night look

A crop top and shorts look

All shot using white background 

at the end some quick facts about 
the negative effects of fast fashion 
and why its important to invest in 

timeless versatile pieces instead of 
use and throw trendy garments  


